The BOWRAL & DISTRICT ART SOCIETY Inc. invites you to attend

Fragments and Thread

A textile workshop with Michele Elliot
6 & 7 May 2017 - 9am till 4pm
Cost: $200 BDAS Members

$210 non members

Fragments and Thread is a two-day workshop in
experimental textiles and ‘slow stitching’. Using simple
hand-stitch and recycled fabrics, artist Michele Elliot will
guide you through a series of exercises incorporating basic
drawing, collage and composition along with the Bengali
technique of kantha to produce a series of small fabric
works and samples (kantha – a straight running stitch - is
a traditional technique used for embroidery and quilting).
Take some time out to learn a new skill, reconnect with
your practice through experimentation or begin a new
project. Numbers are limited to allow plenty of
opportunity for individual attention and needs, as well as
ongoing conversations over the two days.
Please note that this workshop is suitable for all levels,
beginners and experienced alike. The workshop processes are open and experimental.

Michele Elliot is a visual artist and educator
whose practice includes drawing, textiles,
sculpture, installation and painting. Michele’s own
artworks often take the form of large-scale
drawings and installations. Comprised of
individual components, threads, stitches, pins etc,
they can take many hours or sometimes weeks
and months to complete. However, the ideas for
her projects emerge from her engagement with
material research on a small scale in her studio,
with fragments and samples. This is integral to her
practice and informs her approach to these
workshops.
Michele has exhibited in Singapore and India, and widely across Australia including
Horizon: Exploring the West Coast with the Clipperton Project, Fremantle Arts Centre
2014; Tamworth Textile Triennial 2010-12; Kindness : Udartha, New Delhi and
Melbourne, 2012 and Perspecta, AGNSW 1993. Her most recent show ‘some kind of
longing’ at Ararat Regional Art Gallery in 2016 surveyed twenty years of her textilebased projects. Michele has undertaken national and international residencies and has
been the recipient of several grants from the Australia Council and Arts NSW. Michele
holds an MA from Monash University, Melbourne. She has lectured at Curtin University,
the University of WA, TAFE and more recently in the Faculty of Creative Arts, University
of Wollongong and UNSW Art and Design.
For more information on Michele’s work :
www.micheleelliot.com

TO BOOK INTO THIS WORKSHOP CONTACT:
phone 4861 4093 or email
office@bdasgallery.com
The Workshop will take place at the BDAS
Workshop, 1 Short St, Bowral

